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Course Description
Logico-mathematical and spatio-temporal learning by the child’s own experience with objects (learning by
discovery), creating and inventing relationships between objects and symbols and resulting integration and
reorganization of ideas by the child. Spatial relations, time concepts, number concepts, one-to-one
correspondence, comparing sizes, comparing amounts, comparing and evaluating different points of view,
classification, seriation, conservation. Teaching aids for nursery mathematics. Learning activities for nursery
mathematics. Assessing mathematics in nursery education. Shapes, sets and sorting patterns, money, time,
weight, length.

Course Objectives
By the end of this course, students will be able to:
 Describe how young children learn mathematics.
 Explain effective approaches for teaching mathematics in the early years.
 Describe developmentally appropriate mathematics concepts for the early years.
 Plan an effective mathematics lesson for young children.
Course Outline
1. Introduction to mathematics learning in
the early years
2. How children learn mathematics
3. Effective approaches for teaching
mathematics in the early years
4. Number sense and counting
5. Comparing and ordering numbers
6. Operations with numbers
7. Shapes

8. Measurement
9. Algebra and patterns
10. Data analysis
11. Planning an effective mathematics
lesson
12. Assessment of mathematics in the
early years
13. Conclusion

Continuous Assessments
Option 1
 CA Test (40 points)
Option 2
 Mathematics Journal (15 points)
 Lesson Plan (10 points)
 Practicum (15 points)
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